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It never stops, does it? 
 

 

Bogus 'Adblock Plus' Opens More 

Ads 

By John Lister on October, 11 2017 in “Infopackets.com”. 

Users of a popular ad-blocking tool have been warned to watch out for a bogus version of the tool. One 
copy of the fake Adblock Plus was downloaded 37,000 times before being removed from the Google 
Chrome store. 

The legitimate version of Adblock Plus is one of the most popular tools available as a Chrome extension: 
a third-party tool that can be added directly to the browser itself. The makers claim that more than a 
hundred million devices are actively using the tool. 



The bogus version is particularly ironic, though not in a way that victims would appreciate: rather than 
block ads, it actually displays additional ads and even opens some of them in new tabs. As well as being 
annoying, that can quickly eat up memory and make a computer run more slowly. It's not yet known if the 
extension did anything else to computers. (Source: engadget.com) 

Google Had 'Verified' Extension 
It's surprising the bogus version became available, as Google verifies Chrome extensions before making 
them available through its store. That's an important procedure given the security implications of a rogue 
extension being able to access or even control a user's web browsing activity. Google has yet to 
comment on this specific incident. (Source: theverge.com) 

The bogus version not only shared the same name (albeit written 'AdBlock Plus' rather than 'Adblock 
Plus'), but even listed Adblock Plus as the developer. The only obvious signs it was not the real thing 
were the relatively low number of downloads and the fact that the description was simply a long list of 
search terms relating to online software tools. 

Some people have suggested one way Google could combat attempts to mislead users is to 
automatically block any extensions put forward for the Chrome store if they have a name similar to any of 
the most popular existing extensions. 

Attention Readers: A Note On Ad blocking 
As always when we mention ad-blocking tools, we should point out that ad revenue is absolutely vital to 
covering the staff and running costs that let us bring Infopackets to our audience. Most ad-blocking tools 
allow users to manually add a site to a white list that means ads are still displayed on that site. We would 
be extremely grateful if any readers who use ad-blocking tools added Infopackets to their white list. Much 
thanks! 

What's Your Opinion? 
Do you use Chrome extensions? If so, do you trust Google to properly vet them for security and to catch 
fake tools? Should Google automatically block new extensions that use the same name as a very popular 
existing extension? 

 

 

Drones are everyware … 

 

Gorgeous drone footage of Iceland captured with DJI Mavic Pro quadcopter 

 

https://youtu.be/31zfXszz1nY 

 

 

The question for the day is: 

https://www.engadget.com/2017/10/09/fake-adblock-plus-chrome-extension/
https://www.theverge.com/2017/10/9/16449236/google-chrome-extensions-malicious-security-controls
https://youtu.be/31zfXszz1nY


Is Your Hard Drive SMART Enough? 

Category: Hard-Drives From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

Readers sometimes ask me, 'How long will my hard drive last?' The answer is indeterminate, as 

I’ve explained in the recent past. But lacking a crystal ball, some factors can be monitored to 

provide you with early warnings that it’s time to get serious about making frequent backups and 

shopping for a new drive. Learn more about S.M.A.R.T. and other tools to monitor the health of 

your hard drive... 

 

Hard Drive Health Check 

Over time, hard drive makers have learned that there are traits of a hard drive that change as it 

approaches failure, providing tell-tale signs that a data disaster may be approaching. The industry 

standard for hard drive “failure anticipation” is called Self-Monitoring And Reporting 

Technology, or S.M.A.R.T. for short. In this article you'll learn how it works, how you can take 

advantage of it, and if it's a reliable indicator of the condition of your hard drive.  

If you missed my earlier article How Long Do Hard Drives Last?, I encourage you to read that 

first, to learn about hard drive life expectancy and why I think that's really the wrong question to 

be asking.Hard disk failures arise from two general types of factors: 1) sudden, unpredictable 

catastrophes such as falls onto concrete floors or zaps from cosmic rays, and 2) gradual, 

relatively steady deterioration of mechanical components until one of them fails. About 60 

percent of disk failures are due to the latter, predictable sort of factors; these are what 

S.M.A.R.T. monitors. 

 

Traditional hard drives employ spinning magnetic platters, and S.M.A.R.T. monitors the rate at 

which the bearings under them are wearing, for instance. Using that rate, S.M.A.R.T. predicts 

when a bearing will be worn to a specified degree, called the “threshold value” for bearing wear. 

When S.M.A.R.T. determines that a bearing is X days from that threshold value, it generates an 

alert that effectively says, “Captain, she’s about t’blow!” 

https://askbobrankin.com/harddrives/
http://askbobrankin.com/how_long_do_hard_drives_last.html


Dozens of such factors can cause a hard drive failure and are written into the S.M.A.R.T. 

standard. Every drive manufacturer is free to choose which factors it wants to monitor and what 

the failure threshold values will be for its drives. S.M.A.R.T. has evolved through three phases. 

The current phase goes beyond monitoring and reporting to actively attempt to prevent or 

forestall drive failures. Modern S.M.A.R.T. drives will try to “heal themselves” by reallocating 

data from disk sectors that are near failing to reserved “spare areas.” They still can’t change their 

own bearings, though. 

How Can I View My S.M.A.R.T. Reporting? 

For a quick look at your hard drive's S.M.A.R.T. status, try the free Speccy utility. In the Hard 

Drives section of the Speccy results, you'll see some technical gibberish under the S.M.A.R.T 

heading. If it says "Status: Good" at the bottom, that's about all you need to know. The only other 

info there you might want to check out is the Reallocated Sectors Count. If that's greater than 

zero, you may have some defective sectors on your hard drive. 

For a more detailed look, you can monitor S.M.A.R.T. factors using software such as Argus 

Monitor for Windows or Disk Utility for Mac (in the Apple App Store). But before you shell out 

money for either program, you may want to know just how reliable a predictor of drive failure 

S.M.A.R.T. really is. 

How Smart is S.M.A.R.T? 

Google spent nine months monitoring over 100,000 drives back in 2007. A paper entitled Failure 

Trends in a Large Disk Drive Population reported the results. Four “strong” S.M.A.R.T. factors 

were identified as the best predictors of drive failure; the bad news is that 56 percent of the 

drives that failed did so without reporting a threshold level in a single one of these factors. So 

S.M.A.R.T. data alone is of limited value in predicting when a drive is going to fail. 

Another issue is that S.M.A.R.T.’s implementation can (and does) vary widely from one 

manufacturer to another. There are dozens of S.M.A.R.T. factors that can be monitored, but a 

manufacturer need only implement one in order to legally call its drive “S.M.A.R.T. 

compatible.” Some removable drives cannot be monitored at all, or only with certain proprietary 

software such as Argus Monitor. 

The bottom line is that S.M.A.R.T. won’t give you warning of impending drive failure with a 

high degree of reliability. I would not spend much time monitoring S.M.A.R.T. factors, and I 

definitely would not spend any money to do it. That said, it does predict failure in some cases, 

and if you do see a S.M.A.R.T warning along the lines of "SMART Failure Predicted on Hard 

Disk. Failure may be imminent" it should be taken seriously.  

Other Hard Drive Health Tools 

A disk checking utility called CHKDSK comes with Windows, and it's pretty good at detecting 

bad files and physically damaged sectors. It will lock damaged sectors so that the computer will 

http://www.piriform.com/speccy
http://www.argusmonitor.com/
http://www.argusmonitor.com/
http://goo.gl/vbt7NP
http://goo.gl/vbt7NP


not attempt to write to them. To run CHKDSK, first open the "Computer" window. (On 

Windows XP, look for My Computer. On Windows 8, it's called This PC.) Right-click on the 

icon for the hard drive you want to check, and select Properties. On the "Tools" tab, click the 

"Check Now" button under Error-checking. 

In my article Is Your Hard Drive Going to Crash? you'll find links to some free third-party 

utilities you can use to run more thorough hard drive health tests.  

I'll also repeat my bottom line advice from that article: Most of the time, hard drive failures 

happen at unpredictable and inconvenient times. So backing up your data regularly is vital, and is 

your best defense against loss of data. My article Free Backup Software Solutions will get you 

started, if you're not doing backups already. 

 

Adding a bit of asphalt speeds lithium 

battery charging by 20 times 
 

 

$39.99

 

A Rice University chemist found that adding asphalt to lithium batteries allowed the battery to go "from zero 

charge to full charge in five minutes, rather than the typical two hours or more needed with other batteries."  

The Rice lab of chemist James Tour developed anodes comprising porous carbon made from asphalt that 

showed exceptional stability after more than 500 charge-discharge cycles. A high-current density of 20 

milliamps per square centimeter demonstrated the material’s promise for use in rapid charge and discharge 

http://askbobrankin.com/is_your_hard_drive_going_to_crash.html
http://askbobrankin.com/free_backup_software_options.html
https://store.boingboing.net/sales/sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription?utm_source=boingboing.net&utm_medium=dealfeed&utm_content=Right-Sidebar&utm_campaign=sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription
https://store.boingboing.net/sales/sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription?utm_source=boingboing.net&utm_medium=dealfeed&utm_content=Right-Sidebar&utm_campaign=sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription
https://store.boingboing.net/sales/sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription?utm_source=boingboing.net&utm_medium=dealfeed&utm_content=Right-Sidebar&utm_campaign=sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription
https://store.boingboing.net/sales/sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription?utm_source=boingboing.net&utm_medium=dealfeed&utm_content=Right-Sidebar&utm_campaign=sitepoint-premium-lifetime-subscription
http://news.rice.edu/2017/10/02/asphalt-helps-lithium-batteries-charge-faster/


devices that require high-power density. The finding is reported in the American Chemical Society journal ACS 

Nano. 

Time to Switch From Yahoo to Gmail? 

Category: Email From “askbobrankin.com”. 

 

 

Yahoo’s new owner, Verizon, recently revealed that all 3 billion Yahoo accounts have been 

compromised, greatly upping the admission of damage that Yahoo made before its sale to the 

telecom giant. So if you have a Yahoo account, it’s time to find another email service provider 

that will better protect your email privacy and security. Here's my advice on how to switch to 

Gmail… 

 

Moving Yahoo Mail to Gmail  

If you have not changed your Yahoo password recently, it is 100% certain that hackers have the 

keys to it. Not Good. The recent revelation that hackers were able to compromise all of Yahoo's 

THREE BILLION accounts is mind-blowing. It's time to leave Yahoo Mail in the digital dustbin 

of history, and move to a new webmail provider. 

You may be loathe to leave your contacts and emails behind. But don’t worry, you can take them 

with you! Google's Gmail (my preferred email service for 12+ years) makes the process of 

importing contacts and mail from Yahoo (and other services) as simple as it can be. That isn’t 

exactly “dead simple,” but most users should be able to do it in just a few minutes. 

The first thing you should do is change your Yahoo password to something extremely strong. 

Also, enable two-factor authentication if you haven’t already done so. With these changes, 

hackers would need both your password and your phone to get into your Yahoo account. 

 

You want to keep control of your Yahoo account, even if you don’t actively use it. The reason is 

that abandoned account names are recycled by Yahoo. A bad guy could appropriate your old 

Yahoo handle and impersonate you. So don’t delete your Yahoo account, just lock it up for now. 

http://news.rice.edu/2017/10/02/asphalt-helps-lithium-batteries-charge-faster/
http://news.rice.edu/2017/10/02/asphalt-helps-lithium-batteries-charge-faster/
https://askbobrankin.com/email/


You should also disconnect any external services that are connected to your Yahoo account. To 

do this, from your Yahoo inbox page, click on the gear icon (upper-right), then on Settings. Click 

on Accounts to see all of the email accounts, social networks, cloud services, and other services 

connected to your Yahoo account. Go down the list and disconnect each one. This will eliminate 

your Yahoo account as a bad guy’s conduit to your other accounts. 

Need help generating a super-strong password that can't be guessed or cracked by cyber-

criminals? Are you having trouble managing or remembering all of your passwords. See my 

article Here's Why Your Password is Hackable to learn more about good passwords, and some 

tools to help you keep them straight. 

Finally, if you have been using your Yahoo password on any other services, change those 

passwords. And stop re-using passwords -- every account should have its own, unique, and 

strong password. 

To import Yahoo contacts and mail into Google mail, follow these steps: 

First, create a Google account if you don’t already have one. You can sign up here.  

Just like Yahoo’s inbox page, the Gmail inbox page has a gear icon in the upper-right corner. 

Click on it and then click Settings. Next, click Accounts and Import, then click Import Mail and 

Contacts. Enter your Yahoo address (include the @yahoo.com part), press Continue, then click 

Agree to give the app permission to access your Yahoo account. 

Next, select the import options you want: import contacts, import existing mail, and/or import 

new Yahoo mail for the next 30 days. Finally, click Start Import. 

It may take a couple of days for Google to import all of your Yahoo mail, if your Yahoo inbox is 

very full. Another consideration is that Google only imports the mail that’s in your inbox, not 

drafts, sent email, or email saved in other folders. To import such items, you will need to 

manually move them to your Yahoo inbox, then let Google import them. To check the status of 

your import, look under Settings > Accounts and Import. 

Google assigns a label to each imported email; it is your Yahoo username. If you want to 

recreate the folders you had on Yahoo, you can import what’s in your Yahoo inbox, then delete 

the Yahoo inbox’s contents. Rename the new Gmail label to Yahoo-Inbox. Move the next 

folder’s contents to the Yahoo inbox and import to Google again. Rename the Gmail label to 

match the Yahoo folder name, and repeat for each folder. It’s tedious, but it works. 

Are you still using Yahoo Mail? Do you have a plan to switch to Gmail or another webmail 

service? Your thoughts on this topic are welcome. Post your comment or question to 

“askbobrankin.cim”... 

 
 

https://askbobrankin.com/heres_why_your_password_is_hackable.html
https://accounts.google.com/SignUp


We started with an article about ADS and finish with  

another. 

More ad nauseam! 

Google Video Ads to Get Way 
More Personal 

 
By John Lister on September, 26 2017 in “Infopackets.com”. 
  
The content of video ads you see on YouTube could be personalized based on your online history, thanks 
to new advertiser tools. The video clips could automatically adjust based on sites you've visited, apps 
you've downloaded and even the places you've been. 

It's all possible thanks to Google offering a series of new tools for advertisers. One is known as "Custom 
Affinity Audiences," which means ads aren't simply placed next to (or before) relevant videos. Instead 
they are specifically targeted at users who are likely to find the content relevant. 

While the tool has already been available for some time, it was based only on a user's search history in 
YouTube itself. Now, the tool can be programmed to use all sorts of information that Google collects 
about web users, including searches, app use and maps data. (Source: adage.com) 

Personalized Video Ads Auto-Created 
Another new tool known as "Director Mix" means that the content of the ad itself will be customized to the 
user - even though the ad is a video. To make this possible, the advertiser gives Google a large set of 
video clips, background screens with logos, on-screen wording and voiceover clips. 

The tool will then combine these to make a specific video that is likely to appeal to the particular user. An 
initial test from McDonalds was able to create 77 unique videos, but Google says the tool could produce 
hundreds or even thousands of different clips. (Source: techcrunch.com) 

One example would be an ad for a retail chain that combined a general message about Black Friday. This 
video might show people shopping alongside images or video of specific offers that would appeal to the 
viewer's interests, and then an on-screen map of their nearest store and opening hours. 

http://adage.com/article/digital/youtube-rolls-tools-customized-video-ads/310581/
https://techcrunch.com/2017/09/25/youtubes-new-ad-tech-automatically-personalizes-ads-can-now-target-using-google-maps-app-install-data/


Advertisers Can Run Sequential Campaign 
It's not yet confirmed if Google will be able to combine the two tools. If so, it could create even more 
personalized ads. For example, an ad for golf equipment could include photos of specific courses that the 
viewer had visited, as shown by their smartphone location data. 

Google is also offering a tool that lets advertisers 'program' a series of ads to appear to a user in a 
specific order. This wouldn't mean running them straight after one another, but rather, over time the user 
would see the ads in the desired sequence. The idea here is to allow more creative ad campaigns, such 
as ones telling an episodic story. 

What's Your Opinion? 
Are you surprised such technology is now possible? Is it reasonable for Google to combine data about 
individuals in this way? Is it any different morally to existing text-based ads such as Amazon emailing 
customers with personalized suggested purchases? 

 

 

A real lesson for the month! 
 

”Liberals love to say things like, ‘We’re just asking everyone to pay their fair share.’ But 

government is not about asking. It is about telling. The difference is fundamental. It is the 

difference between making love and being raped, between working for a living and being a 

slave. The Internal Revenue Service is not asking anybody to do anything. It confiscates your 

assets and puts you behind bars if you don’t pay.” Thomas Sowell, posted 12/2/11 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


